
Confirmation: Al-qaeda Exists only in
the Mind

“BBC’s killer documentary called “The Power of Nightmares“. Top CIA
officials openly admit, Al-qaeda is a total and complete
fabrication, never having existed at any time.” (Quote from: Top
Ranking CIA Operatives Admit Al-qaeda Is a Complete Fabrication)

In 2010 while riding a train, I met a man from Pakistan. This was just after
Terry Jones, the pastor of the Christian Dove World Outreach Center in
Gainesville, Florida, U.S., announced he would burn 200 Qurans on the 2010
anniversary of the September 11 attacks. The Pakistani man asked me what I
thought about it. I gave him a thumbs-down sign. I don’t think it’s good when
people purposely antagonize those of a different culture or religion and make
trouble. Besides that, I don’t even believe Osama Bin Laden or Al-Qaeda had
anything to do with 911. It was a false flag operation to give G.W.B. the
excuse to invade Afghanistan.

The young man from Pakistan then proceeded to tell me Al-Qaeda is not an
actual organization. Calling a person in the Middle East a member of Al-Qaeda
is like calling a Japanese person you think is a criminal a “Yakuza.” The
person called a Yakuza may not even be a member of any organized Japanese
mob, he may only appear to fit the type. Moreover, there are many different
organized Japanese crime syndicates. Just saying “Yakuza” doesn’t pinpoint
any particular one. The Pakistani man said the U.S. Government will call
anyone it doesn’t like, “Al-qaeda.”

Alex jones says, “Al-qaeda was created by the CIA.” as if there is such an
organization. This is a misleading statement! I believe “Al-Qaeda” to be CIA
disinformation; it’s a pseudo organization that exists only in the mind, used
for controlling the public and justifying aggression by the government.

https://www.jamesjpn.net/conspiracy/confirmation-al-qaeda-exists-only-in-the-mind/
https://www.jamesjpn.net/conspiracy/confirmation-al-qaeda-exists-only-in-the-mind/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1qlB61mmFg

